The definition of reliability of knowledge-updating in network knowledge resource management system (NKRM system for brief) has been given in this paper, which has important reference value to the evaluation of NKRM system. Besides, two kinds of models in NKRM system have been introduced. And one of the most common methods to improve reliability is the redundant technique. However, reliability and efficiency are inconsistent each other. By treating each knowledge as one part of the system, this paper proposes method of joint reserve of knowledge that may resolve this problem.
Introduction
Moore [1] did the classification according the functions of spare parts. Because of the influence of spare parts to manufacture and economy, many scholars have studied the amounts of the spare parts needed. P. Flint [2] provided the advice that we should develop the fellowship and the resource sharing to reduce the cycle time. Besides, Foote [3] studied stocks prediction, and Luxhoj and Rizzo [4] obtained the method of amounts of spare parts needed of the same set based on the set model. Kamath [5] used the Bayesian method to predict the amounts of spare parts needed. NKRM system has been introduced in this paper, which is shown as follows: (Figure 1) .
Method of joint reserve of knowledge in NKRM system has been proposed to improve the reliability and efficiency. 
Self-Updated Model and Calculation of Its
Demand of Knowledge
Reliability of Knowledge-Updating
Probability that the percentage of amounts of knowledge-updating are more than a certain value, that is:
, where x denotes the percentage of amounts of knowledge-updating. Assume that reserve of knowledge of a certain new NKRM system starts from the zero moment, assessment will be done every   0 a a  . If the management system is normal(that is, all the knowledge are the newest), we will continue use these knowledge; otherwise, we will do self-updating to the knowledge, that is, after the temporary self-updating which cost time , management system recovers "normal" and proceeds reserve of knowledge, and this kind of model is called self-updated model, which is as follows: (Figure 2 )
For briefly expressing, state random variable t X is introduced. be the distribution function of random variable Z which is the first failure time of NKRM system. From the assumption of the model we can know, when  , availability of system at time t (probability of system is in the normal state at time t)
A t satisfies these formulas according to the model assumption: when
From (2) and (3) we can see that   
According to the formula above and     
 
A t can be obtained.
Calculation of Demand of Knowledge
Suppose there are N systems starting the reserve of knowledge from time at the same time on the same condition, besides, the state of these N systems is independent each other. Then minimum of probability that there are at least N normal regional sub-systems at the given moment during the reserve period is not less than is:
M is just the amount of the reserve of knowledge we needed.
Knowledge-Introduced Model
The basic assumption is similar with the self-updated model, the difference is that the updating process will be finished by the introducing other knowledge from elsewhere when the knowledge should be updated, which is shown as follows: (Figure 3 ).
Calculation of Amounts of Joint Reserve of Knowledge Needed
Generally, a knowledge updating of NKRM system in different regions is carried out independently. However, considering the problem of reducing the costs as possible as we can on the condition that the joint reserve of knowledge model is satisfied, we propose a new reserve way-joint reserve of knowledge, that is the method that amounts of joint reserve of knowledge needed are calculated uniformly after determining sum of NKRM system in each region. Assume that there are n systems which belongs to similar areas, and once there is a new knowledge such as knowledge 1 ' , knowledge 2 ' , …, knowledge n ' , these similar systems can update the new knowledge at the same time, that is, the new knowledge can beshared in these similar systems, which is as show as In the "self-updated" model, suppose there are N 1 systems in region A, starting the reserve of self-updating from time at the same time on the same condition, besides, the state of these N 1 systems is independent each other. Then minimum of probability that there are at least N 1 normal systems during the reserve period isn't less than is:
At the same time, there are N 2 systems meeting "self-updated" model，the conditions are the same as region A, then amounts of reserve of knowledge needed-M 2 is:
According the idea of joint reserve of knowledge, sum of these N 1 + N 2 systems can be treated as N joint reserve of NKRM systems, then amounts of knowledge needed-M is: Table 2 . Simulation result of "knowledge-introduced" model. . In the "self-updated" model, taking some groups of parameter to simulate, results are shown as Table 1 :
From Table 1 above, we can see 1 2 M M M   . 2) Next, simulation of "knowledge-introduced" model is also carried out on the same condition, whose results are show as Table 2 below:
From Table 2 we can also obtain that 1 2 M M M   .
Conclusions
Through treating each knowledge as one part of the system, this paper proposes method of joint reserve of knowledge that can improve reliability and efficiency. Besides, we can get the conclusion that amounts of knowledge needed of joint model are less than those of model in which knowledge are updated or introduced separately, which shows the importance of the knowledge-sharing.
